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Dear reader,
Welcome to Politik in 2016. Now in its third year of publication, we are delighted to continue to support quality
student research and analysis across all disciplines in international affairs. In an election year for Australia, it is
important to remain engaged with global issues and there is a clear willingness to do so among the talented students
at UNSW. We are also grateful for all of the support we have received this year from both students and staff, and
particularly the School of Social Sciences which has sponsored this issue.
‘Turning Tides’ looks to bring out notable examples of change in action, approach and ideas in recent international
events and debate. Several global developments inspired this theme. In December 2015, the Paris Climate Conference
saw countries embrace a ‘bottom-up’ and time-scaled approach to reducing global emissions and mitigating the
impacts of climate change. The United Nations also agreed on its Sustainable Development Goals which many
hope are more constructive and attainable than their Millennium predecessors. The full text of the Trans-Pacific
Partnership was revealed in November 2015 and is likely to dominate debate on trade in the region in coming years.
Also in trade, the International Monetary Fund agreed to long-awaited yet modest changes in voting rights to reflect
the realities of a changed global economic system. Global health advocates were buoyed by the news that Ebola has
been effectively eradicated from West Africa.
Several articles in this issue continue this optimistic trend. As Zimbabwe becomes more democratic and prepares
for the post-Mugabe era, we learn about the role of the Zimbabwean diaspora in effecting these changes (p. 11). In
the United States, the embrace by Conservative legislators of needle exchange programs has been a surprising but
welcome development (p. 38). There have also been significant improvements to maternal health in Ethiopia, although
much work is still to be done (p. 42).
Not all recent international news has been positive, however, as many of the authors in this issue make clear. Two
articles address the sensitive issue of mass migration to Europe: one explains why the crisis is ‘self-induced’ (p. 20)
while the other reminds readers of the inherently political nature of humanitarianism (p. 24). Islamic State continues
to feature in news headlines, and this issue contains an article that uses theology to better understand the motivations
driving IS and explain how it differs considerably from other Muslim extremist groups (p. 8).
The rise of Donald Trump as the presumptive presidential nominee for the Republican Party has generated
considerable debate. This has spilled over into Politik with one article dissecting the rift that Trump has caused within
the Party (p. 27) while another considers the impact of Trump’s ascendency for the future of political rhetoric (p. 30).
Finally, in some areas very little progress has been made which is itself cause for concern. Global cyberspace laws
remain underdeveloped and sit uncomfortably with antiquated notions of national sovereignty and borders (p. 34).
National sovereignty is also addressed in the context of the International Court of Justice dispute between TimorLeste and Australia over the Timor Sea gas fields (p. 4). In Europe, Italy’s economy and society are eroding due to an
ageing population, however ineffectual governance leaves little hope for proper management of this issue (p. 16).
We hope you enjoy reading the following articles.

Max Newman

Editor-in-Chief
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Timor-Leste v Australia: The ICJ’s Difficult
Relationship with National Security
Owen Lunney
Introduction
The current dispute between Timor-Leste and Australia over the Timor Sea gas fields is compelling
because it represents a shift in Australia’s approach from a seemingly parental role, to that of a
squabbling older sibling. Most pertinently, the provisional measures ordered by the International
Court of Justice (ICJ) in 2014 raise questions about the level of protection that ‘national security’
provides both generally and in international judicial proceedings, as well as the scrutiny that
should be placed on unilateral state undertakings and assurances. An analysis of Timor-Leste v
Australia1 finds the provisional measures consistent but wanting – reflecting the shackled authority
of the ICJ on politically charged issues. In the context of the current dispute, this case represents a
potentially disconcerting use of Australia’s regional power.

Facts
The 2014 provisional measures relate to documents seized by the Australian Government from
Bernard Collaerey, a lawyer representing Timor-Leste in arbitral proceedings between Timor-Leste
and Australia. This concurrent arbitration2 concerns a treaty dispute over a $40 billion maritime oil
and gas deposit in the waters between Indonesia, Timor-Leste and Australia. On 3 December 2013,
ASIO agents raided the office of Collaerey and seized materials. These seized materials, according
to Timor-Leste, included inter alia, documents, data and correspondence between Timor-Leste and
its legal advisors relating to the Timor Sea Treaty Arbitration.3
The context of the dispute between Timor-Leste and Australia, and the political tension it has
generated, relates to the Timor Sea Treaty.4 It was concluded in 2002 but it is being challenged at
the Permanent Court of Arbitration as being void on the basis that Australia had bugged Timor’s
cabinet meetings and negotiations between ministers. It is alleged that ASIS operatives gave
transcripts directly to the Australian negotiators.5 The whistle blower, known as ‘Witness K’, had
his passport confiscated, and was thus unable to travel to The Hague to participate as a witness.
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Holding of the Court
One of the substantive points addressed by the Court was the risk of irreparable prejudice and
urgency, a requirement for the order of provisional measures. Timor-Leste claimed that the seizing
of materials created a real risk of irreparable prejudice to its rights and that Australia had placed
itself in a position of considerable advantage across a range of judicial and diplomatic matters.6
Also, with proceedings about to begin, time was ‘of the essence’.
Australia claimed that there was no risk as the Attorney-General of Australia had made
arrangements, such as the sealing of the documents and assurances to the Court, in the form of
a letter, that the documents would not be examined by anyone. The Court was of the view that
Timor-Leste could suffer irreparable harm if the documents were not sealed, but stated that the
Attorney-General had the authority to bind Australia at international law and that the Court had
no reason to believe that the undertakings would not be implemented, or that the commitment
was not made in good faith.6 Nevertheless, the Court held that there remained a risk of disclosure
despite Australia’s undertakings and thus the threshold for provisional measures was met.
Resulting from the Court’s view, the measures adopted were that: (1) Australia ensures the seized
content are not used to the disadvantage of Timor-Leste; (2) that the documents are kept under
seal; and (3) that Australia shall not interfere in any way in communications between Timor-Leste
and its legal advisors in regards to pending proceedings.8

National security as a shield in judicial proceedings
Australian legislation grants the Commonwealth Government authority to search and seize
property for reasons of national security.9 The issue with this law being used against another

“

state is that Australia has unfettered discretion to decide what defines

What emerges from

its national security. Moreover, it is of concern that the evidence used

allowing national

disconcerting that the Court did not challenge this opaque process.

security to be used
as a shield is not

to enliven this law is protected by other non-disclosure laws. It is

If the Court is to pay lip service to allegations of national security in
the course of legal proceedings, it provides a shield to any state practice
that the party itself considers too sensitive to share publicly. Potentially

only a yielding

probative evidence is therefore forever hidden from judicial scrutiny.

to Australia’s

point: ‘[T]o grant states a blanket right to withhold, for security purposes,

The Blaškić case at the ICTY Appeals chamber had previously raised this

domestic laws but

documents necessary for trial might jeopardise the very function of the

also a stifling of

What emerges from allowing national security to be used as a shield is not

International Tribunal, and “defeat its essential object and purpose”’.10

due process to the

only a yielding to Australia’s domestic laws but also a stifling of due process

affected party.

impart justice, not to assess or concede to allegations of a party’s national

”

to the affected party. Judge Trindade stated that the Court’s role is to
security, as to do so would be alien to the function of the Court.11

Judge Greenwood also addressed this point, noting that national security is a ‘notoriously difficult’
area to manage during any legal proceeding. This is especially so at a provisional measures stage
due to the lack of evidence before the Court. This is a fair assessment and infers that if the Court
were to dismiss such claims, the utility of the Court may be weakened. Member States may
question or withdraw from the ICJ’s jurisdiction because of genuine instances where intelligence
pg 5
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must be protected. Thus, the Court must engage in a balancing act when handling allegations
of national security. Judge Trindade’s opinion perhaps goes too far as it provides too little
protection. However, if the national security shield is allowed to gain normative traction in judicial
proceedings, there is a genuine danger that the Court will become a glorified diplomatic mediator,
rather than a dispenser of justice.

Undertakings and assurances
Unilateral state undertakings and assurances, like national
security, are difficult issues to manage at international law.
The Court addresses the reason for this – that there is no
reason to believe that Australia will not bind itself and so a
good faith obligation is presumed.12 Australia’s purported
undertaking was to seal the documents and the assurance
came from Attorney-General George Brandis in a letter to
the ICJ outlining that the contents of the seized material,
inter alia, would not be viewed by anyone.13 The issue with
this unilateral undertaking is that there is no transparency
if it were to be breached: neither the Court, nor TimorLeste, would be aware of the event. Thus, there would
potentially be no remedy if a breach were to occur.
Image credit: Australian Civil-Military Centre

Good faith is a critical concept at international law and the
undertakings are legally binding, but it is troubling when

the party accused of causing the damage is being relied upon, without oversight, to not cause more
damage.14 The Court acknowledged this dilemma by stating that ‘further damage’ could occur, as is
evident in ordering Australia to seal the documents. The question that arises is thus: how can there
be a real and imminent risk of disclosure of the documents if Australia can be assumed to take its
undertakings in good faith? It is upon this reasoning that Judge Greenwood dissents – if Australia
can be trusted, why order provisional measures at all?15
The Court ordered provisional measures because it recognised the real risk of disclosure, evident
in further ordering Australia not to ‘interfere’ with Timor-Leste’s legal communications. However,
the majority poorly managed the issue. Short of returning the seized documents, Judge Trindade’s
suggestion of keeping the seized documents at The Hague avoids the circular reasoning of the
order, while also lowering the probability of disclosure.16

Conclusion
Due to its position in the merits stage, this analysis has avoided perhaps the most pressing
question: what national security threat could Timor-Leste’s impoverished government and its
retained lawyer pose to Australia? A speculative answer may conclude that the threat, if any, is
very small. Besides this point, the takeaway from this case is that the threshold the Court places
on allegations of national security should be better interrogated and defined, and that unilateral
undertakings and assurances should have a more rigorous judicial oversight, lest the ICJ lose its
legitimacy as a genuine adjudicator of geopolitical disputes and States are allowed to hide dubious
actions behind the shield of national security. However, the problem remains that the ICJ is a
creature of treaty – it must unfortunately tread carefully or signatories may remove themselves
from the process altogether.
Asia-Pacific
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Islamic Eschatology and the Islamic State
George Sklavounos
In 2014, the Islamic State (IS) stunned the world by capturing territory in Iraq and Syria and
declaring a caliphate, a Muslim state not seen since the fall of the Ottoman Empire almost a century
before. The group stands out among extremist organisations for its political, military and economic
fortitude. However, it also stands apart ideologically. The Islamic State is convinced that the End
of Days is nigh and that it is the precursor to an army of Muslims led by an Islamic messiah, the
‘Mahdi’ (‘the Rightly Guided One’). He will lead this army along with ‘Isa (Jesus) to an apocalyptic
final battle against the Antichrist and his army of Jews which will herald the coming of the End of
Days. As far-fetched as this may sound, this is an incredibly potent narrative within 21st Century
terrorism and Islamic extremism.1
Islamic beliefs regarding Armageddon and responses to them must toe a fine line. Historically, they
have not been politically salient enough to be studied as motivating factors for violence in and of
themselves, yet neither are they completely politically irrelevant.2 Of course, the rise of IS in Iraq
and Syria has elevated the importance of apocalyptic rhetoric in political Islam. It can no longer be

“

dismissed as irrelevant, and can now be studied as a motivation for resistance.

Prophecies and

This article outlines the historical foundations of Islamic eschatology

saviors can be potent

combination of instability and authoritarianism in the Middle East.

political forces when

and how the increasing appeal of Islamic eschatology is based largely on a

When discussing eschatology and Islamic history, it is important to note that

applied at the right

prophecies regarding the End of Days appear predominantly in the Hadith –

time and in the

latter deals with the Day of Judgment and the Day of Resurrection from the

”

right way.

sayings and actions attributed to the Prophet – rather than the Qur’an. The
75th to the 89th Suras and offers no specifics of how the Apocalypse will be
realised, focusing instead on believers being rewarded and unbelievers being
tortured in the Fire.3

Nevertheless, Islamic apocalyptic thinking and prophecies of the End of Days trace their roots back
to Islam’s early history. Hadith were collected over the course of several centuries following the
Prophet’s death. As a result, it can be exceedingly difficult to verify their authenticity.4 This made
them attractive to those vying for power during this period, who utilised predictions of their own
indisputable victory and their enemies’ resounding defeat to solidify their own position.5 In many
cases they ascribed these prophecies to the Prophet himself to lend them additional credence.
Prophecies and saviors can be potent political forces when applied at the right time and in the right way.
Middle East & Africa
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The Islamic State is proof of this, yet comforting oneself with notions of the appearance of a
messiah dates back to times of significant strife in Islam.7 Notable examples of an increase in
writings and conversation regarding Islamic eschatology – and the crystallization of prophecies in
peoples’ minds – include the Mongol invasion of Damascus in the 14th Century and the Crusades.9
The first major modern iteration of Islamic eschatology came in 1979, when Juhayman al-’Utaybi
seized the Ka’bah in Mecca under the belief that his brother was the Mahdi.10 The second came
a short time later with the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan – referred to as ‘Khorasan’ – and the
subsequent Afghan jihad.11 Many perceived al-Qaeda as playing the part of the army of Muslims12
– known as ‘those who raise the black banners’13 (Ashab al-rayat al-sud) – which would appear
during the End of Days and fight against the Antichrist’s army of Jews.14 Osama bin Laden himself,
despite many attempts to frame him as some kind of messiah, staunchly rejected eschatological
overtures. This may be a result of Sunni Islam’s general disdain for messianic ideas (which it
considered superstition, looking down on Shi’as for their beliefs of the return of the ‘hidden
Imam’).15 Alternatively, it can be ascribed to the fact that he remembered quite clearly the violent
end of al-‘Utaybi in 1979 and learned a valuable lesson from the events in Mecca: ‘[I]t is too risky to
claim the fulfilment of prophecy and then fail.’16
Evidently, the tide has turned, for the Islamic State has no such qualms with including apocalyptic
overtures into its narrative.
Interestingly, apocalyptic prophecies have made a rapid resurgence following the US invasion
of Iraq in 2003. Based on the historical precedent of instability and turmoil providing a fertile
breeding ground for apocalyptic beliefs,17 the appeal of the Islamic State’s apocalyptic message
has never been greater, and has received a great deal of traction due largely to the chaos taking
place in the Middle East after the US invasion of Iraq and the Arab Spring.18 The historical
foundation of these beliefs rests on ‘instances of defeat, periods of political instability, or moments
of national and personal disaster’ in the Muslim world.19 Syria and Iraq in 2016 undoubtedly fit
this description.
The Islamic State’s media is peppered with notable references to the End of Days which are crucial
to understanding the group itself, as well as the overall resurgence of Islamic eschatology and
resistance. The first important figure in this regard is Isa (Jesus), who is portrayed as a savior in both
Islam and Christianity. However, the two religions differ on what role he will play: in the latter
he is the savior who will bring the virtuous up to heaven, while in the former – based on Hadith
– he will lead the Muslim armies against the Antichrist’s army of Jews, first in Damascus and then
Palestine.20 The first issue of the Islamic State’s magazine, ‘Dabiq’, features in its introduction a
description of the prophecy regarding Jesus’ return to Earth, writing ‘Isa Ibn Maryam (‘alayhisSalam) will descend and lead [the army of followers]’.21
Along with ‘Isa, the Islamic State has incorporated the Mahdi into its narrative. The Mahdi’s
origins in Islam date back to the Umayyad dynasty (661-750 AD). Muslims who were dissatisfied
with their rulers propagated prophecies of ‘the Rightly Guided One’, who would appear during the
End of Days to lead the army of Muslims against the unbelievers and the armies of the Antichrist.22
Once again, IS’s magazine ‘Dabiq’ provides a useful insight into the organisation’s rhetoric and
ideas regarding the ‘Malhamah’ or apocalypse. In its description of Sham (Syria), the Islamic State’s
magazine states that the area is not only important due to its strategic location, but also because
it is connected with many prophecies that are related to the Mahdi.23 Further, in a feature article
entitled ‘The Islamic State founders on signs of the hour’, the magazine recounts its founders
invoking the Mahdi in their rhetoric saying, ‘we are the army that will pass on the banner to the
pg 9
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slave of Allah the Mahdi’.24 This demonstrates an interesting characteristic of the Islamic State,
both historically and presently. The group perceives itself to be a rival of al-Qaeda and other
jihadist groups, which has prompted it to bestow upon itself the honour of being the Muslim army
that will follow the Mahdi during the Malhamah, thereby simultaneously usurping al-Qaeda’s
leading position in the global jihad and inflating its own importance.
In conclusion, the Islamic State has garnered widespread attention for its scandalous acts online
and claims of responsibility for terrorist acts in Western and Middle Eastern countries, however, its
eschatological rhetoric and narrative set it apart from other Muslim extremist groups. This article
has outlined the history of Islamic eschatology and its intersection with times of strife and conflict
in the Muslim world. It is only through such an understanding that the Islamic State’s motivations
can be understood, notwithstanding its unique appeal to foreign fighters.
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Towards democratisation:
Transnational & diasporic activism
by Zimbabweans
Tashinga Musigarabwe
In July 2014, former Zimbabwe Vice President, Joice Mujuru, made a plea to members of the
Zimbabwean diaspora to return to the country.1 Mujuru made this plea at the funeral of Stanley
Sakupwanya who, during the late 1970s while in exile, returned to Zimbabwe to join the
revolutionary movements that ultimately ousted the white minority government. Acknowledging
the woeful political and economic situation facing the nation that led to the forced migration of
many, she concluded:
I hope our children in the Diaspora will hear this message that they must not forget that Zimbabwe
will always be Zimbabwe, it will always be home that we should always work to build. They must
come and work to rebuild the country.2
This act of subversion and the acknowledgement of poor governance by the Mugabe regime
contributed to Mujuru being stripped of the Vice Presidency and expelled from the ruling ZANUPF party.3 Nevertheless, in March 2016, Mujuru swung back into Zimbabwean politics with the
launch of her new party, Zimbabwe People’s First (ZPF).4 ZPF has seen rapid growth in membership
and has become a visible contributor to political debate in Zimbabwe. It is important to recognise
the contribution of the Zimbabwean diaspora to the growth of this party and their recent efforts
towards democratisation and good governance in the country.
This articles argues that there has been a shift in Zimbabwean political discourse and activism that
privileges the skills and activism of the Zimbabwean diaspora. Promoting effective democratisation
and a focus on good governance have been led, in particular, by vocal diasporic communities
and has amounted to substantive political change in Zimbabwe. In considering these substantive
reforms and visions for a post-Mugabe nation, this article will conclude by assessing how current
fissures within the diasporic community, particularly along ethnic and gendered lines, may prove to
be an impediment to a movement towards substantive political change.

The politicisation of the Zimbabwean diaspora
Shifts in the socio-political perspectives of Zimbabwean communities has resulted in a widespread
rejection of ‘Mugabeism’ a political practice and philosophy centred on neo-traditionalism,
autochthony,5 anti-globalisation and nationalism.6 This has politicised diasporic communities by
pg 11
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raising concerns over human rights, economic recovery and stability. Britain based sociologist, Dr
Dominic Pasura, identifies the current social and political activism within diasporic communities
as epistemic, dormant, visible or silent.7
Subtle forms of activism were originally observed by researchers,8 before the Zimbabwean diasporic
community began to intensify its political activism through visible forms of media including social
media,9 online news outlets such as Nehanda Radio, New Zimbabwe, and Zimbabwe Day,10 as well
as traditional media from the states they inhabit such as Al Jazeera, BBC, CNN and FOX.11 This

“

has been instrumental in highlighting the plight of Zimbabwe due to poor
economic management which has led to a lack of access to water, droughts,

A particularly

poor medical services and a flourishing black market.12

influential moment

A particularly influential moment of the Zimbabwean diaspora came

of the Zimbabwean

between 2008 and 2009 when it called attention to widespread human

diaspora came

Rights based civil society groups from Canada, South Africa, Australia, the

rights abuses and attacks on political dissidents during the electoral period.

between 2008

United Kingdom and Botswana such as Free Zimbabwe Youth, Zimbabwe

and 2009 when it

instrumental in rallying intergovernmental organisations in Africa in

Vigil, Zimbabwe Human Rights Watch and Zimbabwe Peace Project were

called attention to

particular the Southern African Development Committee to demand and

widespread human

former President of South Africa, Thabo Mbeki, facilitated a ‘Zimbabwe

rights abuses and
attacks on political

facilitate democratic change. 2009 negotiations proved successful when
Government of National Unity’ featuring exiled political activists Sekai
Hollande, Welshman Ncube and David Coltart.
The period of the ‘unity government’ saw a decline in political and

dissidents during the

electoral violence, as well as some semblance of economic recovery. Dr

electoral period.

for the Zimbabwean diaspora increased.13 Whilst there was ambivalence

”

Pasura observed that during this period, prospects of return migration
about repatriation for many migrants, the assurance of rights protection
frameworks within that period encouraged academics, skilled workers

and professionals to return to Zimbabwe in order to facilitate institutional and structural
change. This included a new landmark Constitution in 2013, which placed significant limits on
government power and mandated a presidential term limit. 2018 will become the final serving
year of Mugabe, prompting lively debate as to who should succeed him. Dr Pasura notes the
contribution that ‘epistemic’ and ‘visible’ forms of diasporic activism have had in forcing these
reforms and contributing to the rise of Mujuru’s ZPF party.14 The strength of the Zimbabwean
diaspora represents a turning tide in Zimbabwean institutional politics whereby this community is
a formidable stakeholder.

Competing visions of a post–Mugabe nation
The diaspora is certainly not without its divisions. The Zimbabwean diaspora is split across many
ideological lines. Each espouses different and competing visions for the post-Mugabe nation
state. However, the success of this promising period of change is contingent on these visions
being balanced and open to compromise. Two of the most contested visions are a result of ethnic
tensions and the rights afforded to LGBTI and sexual minority populations.
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The most obvious fracture within the diaspora centres on ethnonationalism,
particularly between the Shona and Ndebele speaking communities. This fracture
reflects longstanding internal cultural politics in Zimbabwe and was heightened by the
Gukurahundi massacres during the period between 1983 and 1987 when armed militias
under the command of Mugabe murdered an estimated 20,000 Ndebele people to quell
political dissidence. This event resulted in a heightened sense of difference for many
Ndebele people.15
With no substantive reconciliation nor justice process, this trauma has endured,
even among the diaspora. Civil society in Ndebele communities (which is particularly
strong in South Africa, Botswana and the United Kingdom) often advocates for an
autonomous Ndebele State, including one prominent Internet group, the ‘United
Umthakazi Republic’.16 This fracture within the diaspora reveals a ‘deep committed
silence and unwillingness’17 to address the trauma of Gukurahundi. This silence
implicitly shapes and constructs ideas of belonging. Several rights based civil
societies, such as the Zimbabwean Action Movement (ZAM), which consists of
second-generation victims of Gukurahundi have advocated for substantive justice and
reconciliation models to be implemented into a democratised post-Mugabe nation.18
Such models are essential to not only the inclusivity of the nation but also to subdue
any underlying ethnic tensions.

Queering the Zimbabwean diaspora
A serious point of contention both in Zimbabwe and in the Zimbabwean diaspora is the
issue of LGBTI rights. The criminalisation of homosexuality is a vestige of the colonial
criminal code,19 and homophobia has become
imbued into the nation’s psyche as part of
its anti-colonial and anti-Westernisation
discourse. The Christianisation of the land
reform process in Zimbabwe combined with
the intensification and appropriation of
religious themes in political discourse was
aimed at maintaining a ‘constructed idea of
indigeneity, nationhood and belonging’.20
Consequently, gender roles were confined
and homosexuality was viewed as colonialist.
Arguably, this was transposed into diasporic
identities where identity politics that centred
on difference were preserved with the aim of
maintaining a national identity.
Conversely, the severe plight of LGBTI
rights in Zimbabwe has been a major focus of
the international community and there are
vigorous civil society movements advocating
and organising around LGBTI rights. A
prominent group in this space is the Gays
Image credit: Scott Richard
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and Lesbians of Zimbabwe (GALZ).21 GALZ
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has decried the virulent homophobia in both Zimbabwe and the Zimbabwean diaspora.22 LGBTI
populations face significant disenfranchisement and violence among both populations. Many have
sought refuge or face exile from LGBTI-friendly countries and are extremely doubtful about the
prospect of return migration even in a post-Mugabe world. Although the 2013 Constitution, for
which key members of the diaspora were influential in its design, provided many rights protection
mechanisms. It also contained discriminatory provisions on LGBTI rights including a ban on
same sex marriage.23 This has received major condemnation from the international community,
including the United Nations and rights based NGOs such as Amnesty International24 and
Human Rights Watch. It imperative that a post-Mugabe nation is inclusive towards and recognises
LGBTI rights.

Conclusion
There has been a shift in Zimbabwean political discourse and activism that now privileges the skills
and activism of the Zimbabwean diaspora. Change has focused on substantive democratic reform
and good governance. The Zimbabwean diaspora has been instrumental in effecting political
change in the nation and as the twilight of Mugabe’s presidency approaches, it is offering a rigorous
political vision of good governance. Despite substantive political change, the diaspora must be
inclusive in its efforts towards a new democracy that offers substantive reconciliation to reduce
ethnic tensions as well as protection of LGBTI rights.
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Italy, Population Ageing
and Ineffectual Governance
Emma Corcoran
Introduction
Italy’s ageing population presents a challenge with wide-reaching economic, social and political
implications. The increase in the proportion of elderly to young citizens is placing a great strain on
economic growth, government pensions and the healthcare system. The demographic change has
also altered the social framework, affecting societal roles and welfare. The governmental response,
hampered by an ineffectual state of governance, has been inadequate and underlines flaws in the
institutional arrangement of Italy’s political system. If
Italy is to be able to grapple with this compelling national
issue the country will need to confront and reform the
inadequacy and cultural poverty of its political system.

An Ageing Population
An ageing population consists of a decline in the number
and proportion of young people and a parallel increase in
the number and proportion of the elderly.1 It is the result
of two core factors: the lowering of fertility – the number
of births per woman – and a decrease in mortality rate.
As an issue for society, it is a relatively new phenomenon,
enabled by our growing control over preventing both
unwanted births and early mortality.
The fertility rate is often used as the key determinant
of the rate at which a population ages and our capacity
to counteract it. The declining fertility in Europe as a
whole, and particularly in Italy, is a result of three trends:
an increase in longevity, a growth in number of workers
over 60 and a consistently low birth rate, less than 1.3 per
Image credit: Scott Richard
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woman. Italy has one of the ‘lowest low’ fertility rates,
with a rate of just 1.43 in 2015.2
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Implications
According to Bloom and Sousa-Poza, this low fertility has caused an ‘abatement in age structure
effects on population growth over time’,3 enabling a ‘chronicle of foretold decline and ageing’.4 The
current pattern of population dynamics could, in extreme cases, mean a growth rate of less than
-1%.5 The consequences of ageing have far reaching economic and societal impacts.
Economically, the impacts are pervasive. As highlighted by Bloom and Canning, ‘population
growth and age structure may be linked to economic growth and well-being’.6 The increased
dependency ratio – the number of citizens of working age relative to children and the retired –
causes economic output to decrease and aggregate savings to lower.7 This in turn causes a ‘fertility

“

trap’, leading to a potential track of ever decreasing economic output. Lutz

As overall societal
mobility decreases,
and combined
physical dependency

and Skirbekk explain that as lower fertility instigates an increase in the
ageing population, and as subsequent cuts are made to welfare, the flow-on
effects are less job creation and the lower than anticipated future economic
growth.8 This ‘continuing downward spiral toward lower fertility’ and
economic prosperity has occurred in Italy since 1990.
The primary social concern is that of welfare implications for the elderly. It

increases, this gives

has been demonstrated in Italy that the economic conditions of the elderly

rise to greater social

population ages.9 This decrease in financial security is compounded by the

have deteriorated and the rate of those in financial distress increases as the

issues such

fact that fewer children are able to provide for their parents.10 Moreover,

as ageism.

increases, this gives rise to greater social issues such as ageism.11

”

as overall societal mobility decreases, and combined physical dependency

The ageing Italian population also affects societal roles and family

composition. Increasing diversity in family and household structure are occasioned by people
living longer, with fewer children born. Thus, households no longer depend on marriage for their
creation, nor on death to dissolve them, and children are encountered in a wide array of household
and living arrangements. Welfare and judiciary institutions and societal attitudes are required to
adjust and adapt to these changing social structures.12

Ineffectual Governance
The wide implications of Italy’s ageing population on all aspects of the country requires a
comprehensive and concerted management strategy.13 The Italian government’s response to date
has primarily focused on reforming the pension system through its Salva Italia policy. Whilst
this is an attempt to ‘adapt and learn to live with reduced ratios of working age populations to
elderly’,14 the impacts of this reform are negligible, reflected in only a slightly lower increase in total
expenditures.15 Moreover, in limiting the reforms to the pension system, and in failing to address
additional measures to enhance the demand for older workers,16 the government is not addressing
the challenge of ageing in a manner demanded by the potential severity of the problem.
The absence of an efficient governmental structure and culture is core reason for Italy’s inadequate
response to the aging population problem.
The political sphere in Italy has been in a state of flux since the ‘Clean Hands’ reforms in 1991.
This political transition has yet to be completed.17 The everyday political operations in Italy are
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‘enmeshed with… a profound debate over the very rules of the game’.18 Whilst there is a consensus
that reform needs to be initiated, agreement is lacking as to what needs to be changed.
Moreover, this debate about the rules of the game ‘has pervaded the system for so long it seems to
have become a predominant element in the country’s political culture’.19 Additionally, the political
system is struggling to adapt to the increasing ‘presidentialisation’ of the executive, as ‘the rise of
the executive, and of its leader, has taken place within an institutional framework designed for
strong parties and weak governments’.20
Despite the reforms of the administrative arm and the voting systems, Italy has yet to move beyond
the transition phase that began in 1991. Whilst this ‘mani pulite’ judicial prosecution movement saw
a high parliamentary turnover – up to 70% of corrupt and entrenched politicians were removed
– policy reforms and change from a multipolar parliament to a more functional bipolar political
system has failed to eventuate.21 The electoral reforms from 1992 to 2013 changed much of the
proportional voting to majority voting, thus decreasing the electoral volatility and multi-polarity.22
However, the parliament remains polarised, resulting in a frequent and almost unbreakable
stalemate.23 These issues are reflected in the inability for the national government to develop any
meaningful reform on a nation-wide basis, rather than at merely ad hoc regional levels.24

Conclusion
Italy is dealing with many contemporary challenges. One of the greatest of these, and one that will
continue to impact upon Italy socially and economically for years to come, is that of its low fertility
rate and ageing population. As with any great challenge, adaptation and reform is necessary if
some form of economic and social continuity is to exist. The ability of the Italian government to
implement comprehensive strategy to deal with this issue has been hampered by its ineffectual and
conflicting political system. This system requires reform to overcome institutional instability and
conflict, continuing on its transformational journey which began with the 1991 reforms.
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The European Refugee and Migration Crisis:
A Self-Induced Humanitarian Crisis
Lucy Hee
The most urgent and publicised issue currently facing the European Union (EU) is its refugee
and migration crisis. In 2015, there were 922,800 refugee applications to EU Member States.1 The
influx of refugees and migrants, the inefficiency of migration and resettlement policies, and the
isolationist positions of some Member States have caused widespread division in the EU. The crisis
has underlined the fragile relationships between its members and has challenged the fundamental
values and ideals of the EU. The response has been based primarily on internal security and border
control rather than the formulation of an effective multi-sector humanitarian policy.
The biggest driver of this pattern of migration has been the conflict in Syria. Afghanistan and Iraq
are the other two leading countries that account for migrants and refugees.2 In 2015, Germany,
Hungary, Sweden and Austria received around two-thirds of the EU’s asylum applications, with
Hungary, Sweden and Austria being the top recipients of asylum applications per capita.3

The failure of the Dublin Regulation
Under EU law, the Dublin Regulation outlines the application process for asylum seekers. The
Regulation aims to ‘determine rapidly the Member State responsible for an asylum claim’ and also
to provide for the transfer of an asylum seeker to that Member State.4 Under this regulation, the
state responsible for the asylum seeker is the first Member State which the refugee or migrant has
entered. This regulation was adopted to prevent a situation of ‘asylum shopping’ where asylum
applicants seek asylum to numerous EU members, or ‘asylum orbiting’ where there are no Member
States responsible for processing the asylum application.5
The Dublin Regulation is currently suspended by some countries.6 Border countries such as
Hungary, Greece, Italy and the Balkans states have refused to further recognise asylum for fear
that they would be even more overwhelmed with applications. On the other hand, Germany has
suspended the Regulation to voluntarily assume asylum application for Syrian nationals.7

The response thus far
The response of the EU to the crisis has received widespread scrutiny and international criticism.
Since 2015, tensions have escalated between Member States, with some facing a disproportionate
Europe
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amount of economic burden in terms of processing and resettling asylum seekers and others
maintaining an isolationist position. The closure of borders in the Western Balkans and the
placement of daily quotas on the number of refugees and migrants permitted to enter Austria have
caused blockages in transit countries that are struggling to provide adequate shelter, sanitation
and food in refugee camps.8 The UNHCR has warned that erecting fences along state borders and
daily quotas could lead to a ‘self-induced humanitarian crisis’.9 The closure of the Western Balkans
route has stranded over 40,000 refugees in Greece.10 Although aid has been promised to Greece
and Italy by other Member States in recognition of their efforts to take in immigrants, adequate
infrastructure to care for the influx of people cannot be erected in such a short amount of time.
Member States in the EU have taken different approaches towards addressing the crisis. Germany
has adopted a more ‘open arms’ policy in comparison to other states and has assumed responsibility
for processing Syrian asylum applications for which it
is not otherwise responsible under the criteria of the
Dublin Regulation. In 2015, 1,091,894 asylum seeker
arrivals were registered in Germany’s ‘EASY’ system.
However, only 476,649 arrivals actually settled in
Germany because many asylum seekers had not formally
applied for asylum there or had moved to another EU
state.11 Conversely, many Eastern European members
such as Hungary, Macedonia, Slovenia and Croatia have
erected barbed wire fences and deployed national border
controls to prevent refugees and migrants from entering.

EU-Turkey Action Plan: ‘One in, one out’
In 2016, the EU managed to reach an agreement with
Turkey to deal with the flow of people seeking refugee
protection from Turkey to Greece. The deal aims to
‘replace disorganised, chaotic, irregular and dangerous
migratory flows by organised, safe and legal pathways to
Europe for those entitled to international protection in
line with EU and international law’.12 The agreement was
formally implemented on 4 April 2016.13
Image credit: Ekvidi

The deal is flawed both practically and legally, and
offers only a temporary solution to the crisis. It states
that ‘all irregular migrants, whether they are applying
for asylum, or asylum seekers whose applications have been declared inadmissible crossing from
Turkey to the Greek islands’ from 20 March 2016 will be returned to Turkey. It also states that for
‘every Syrian being returned to Turkey from the Greek islands, another Syrian will be resettled to
the EU from Turkey directly’, essentially a ‘one in, one out ratio.14 In return, the EU has agreed to
provide 6 billion Euros in financial aid to Turkey, visa-free access for Turkish nationals entering
the EU and re-consideration of Turkey’s proposal for admission into the EU.15 Under the European
Convention of Human Rights, collective expulsion is prohibited.16 Key refugee and aid agencies
including the UNHCR, Médecins Sans Frontières, The International Rescue Committee, the
Norwegian Refugee Council and Save the Children have publicly condemned the agreement as a
violation to the EU’s own laws and codified international standards.17
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The Action Plan highlights EU attempts to outsource the burden of the crisis to other states. This
is not a sustainable long-term solution.18 Although Turkey has ratified the Geneva Convention it
has neither signed nor ratified the 1977 Additional Protocols or the Rome Statute of 1998. Human
Rights Watch, Amnesty International and the UNHCR have all raised concerns regarding the
protection of the democratic framework and human rights in Turkey.19 Despite its international

“

reputation as an advocate for democracy and human rights, it seems that the
EU is turning a blind eye to the human rights situation in Turkey. Another

Despite its
international
reputation as

salient area of concern is the possibility of spillover conflict to Turkey as it
shares a border with Syria.

an advocate for

The way forward: Rebuild solidarity and the European
response

democracy and

The refugee and migrant crisis has highlighted flaws in collective EU

human rights, it

decision-making. Policies that focus on border security and the refusal to

seems that the EU

EU. In 2015, there were commitments to relocate 66,400 refugees from Greece,

is turning a blind

share the burden of mass migration have caused widespread division in the
however Member States have so far only pledged 1,539 spaces, and only 325
actual relocations have occurred.20 Constant refusal or reluctance among

eye to the human

major states such as the United Kingdom and France to adhere to asylum

rights situation

solidarity and formulate a European-wide response to address the influx of

in Turkey.

”

quotas is stranding refugees along borders. It is crucial for the EU to rebuild
refugee and migrants in the long term. Members need to share the burden and
contribute both economically and institutionally.21

Conclusion
Europe is currently facing its biggest humanitarian crisis since World War II. The challenge
remains for the EU to address the refugee and migrant crisis with a multi-policy sector approach.
As the new EU-Turkey deal has demonstrated, policies are driven primarily by border security and
internal interests rather than fundamental principles human rights and standards that the EU have
advocated to the world. With the whole world watching, it is essential that the EU address this selfinduced humanitarian crisis before it further escalates.
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The politics of humanitarianism:
Médecins Sans Frontières, bearing witness,
and the EU-Turkey migrant deal
Caitlin Biddolph
‘We will not allow our assistance to be instrumentalized for a mass expulsion operation and we
refuse to be part of a system that has no regard for the humanitarian or protection needs of asylum
seekers and migrants.’
- Marie Elisabeth Ingres, MSF Head of Mission in Greece, 23 March 20161
The governance of humanitarian spaces reflects what Didier Fassin calls the ‘politics of life’,2
as state and non-state actors decide whose lives are worth saving. This humanitarian logic is
manifested in the governance of refugees in the camps and reception centres in Greece, as
humanitarian organisations provide assistance to those in need, whilst state authorities police
borders and erect fences. Humanitarianism is often based on the ‘Do No Harm’ logic,3 that
organisations will provide relief but remain apolitical and impartial. However, humanitarian
governance is inherently political, as actors practice the ‘politics of life’ in their relationship of
care and control over others.4 Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) illustrates the ways in which
humanitarianism seeks to remain impartial, while nevertheless engaging in political behaviour.
In their pledge to ‘bearing witness’,5 MSF has recently suspended their activities at the Moria
‘hotspot’ on Lesvos,6 in light of the migrant deal struck between the European Union (EU) and
Turkey on 20 March 2016.7 This reflects the dilemma of the ‘lesser evil’8 for humanitarian actors,
who must decide whether they should continue their activities and risk becoming complicit in
the deportation of refugees to Turkey, or suspend their assistance, which in turn alleviates the
immediate suffering of refugees. Through the politics of humanitarianism, this article will assess
the response by MSF to the current refugee crisis by analysing its history of ‘bearing witness’,9
and how this principle manifested as a challenge to the traditionally apolitical and conservative
humanitarian sensibility.

Bearing witness
Humanitarianism has traditionally been conceptualised in discourse and practice as distinct from
politics, an apolitical act of moral responsibility.10 This logic was institutionalised in the actions
Europe
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of the International Committee of the Red Cross
(ICRC), which sought to alleviate the suffering of distant
others whilst upholding the values of neutrality and
confidentiality.11 However, in what Michel Foucault refers
to as ‘biopolitics’,12 any decision to provide relief involves
the practice of power and politics. MSF understood
the symbiotic relationship between humanitarianism
and politics, and incorporated ‘bearing witness’ into
their core principles of medical ethics, independence,
impartiality and neutrality, and accountability.13

Image credit: Morgana Wingard

The concept of ‘bearing witness’, or speaking out
against violations, was formulated as a challenge to the ‘conservative model of humanitarian
action’ espoused by the ICRC,14 in order to illustrate the need for adaptability in humanitarian
practice. It functioned to ‘transform a well-established humanitarian sensibility into a fullfledged humanitarian responsibility, which has been thoughtfully and systematically attentive
to the pitfalls of transnational aid’.15 Consequently, this new humanitarian sensibility of ‘bearing
witness’ informed many of MSF’s decisions to continue or discontinue humanitarian activities.
The most notable cases include scrutinising and withdrawing from Rwandan refugee camps,16 the
withdrawal from Ethiopia during the 1984 famine,17 and the withdrawal from Somalia.18 All these
cases represented the ‘lesser evil’ logic,19 as MSF decided whether to resume activities and thereby
become complicit in harmful practices, or to withdraw on the basis that through ‘bearing witness’
MSF could not ethically contribute aid if it assisted the perpetrators of violence.

MSF and Lesvos
MSF’s principle of ‘bearing witness’ is manifest in their activities on the Greek island of Lesvos.
Their commitment to humanitarian responsibility is evident over the course of their assistance
to refugees arriving in Greece. However, the recent suspension of activities at the Moria
‘hotspot’ on Lesvos reflects the moral dilemma faced by those within the

“

humanitarian space. As Peter Redfield notes, ‘any decision to withdraw

The refugee crisis

or defer response disrupts the fundamental humanitarian ethic: that all

facing Europe should

humans deserve aid’.20 However, humanitarian practitioners must deal with
this so-called ‘politics of life’ in order to deliver aid efficiently. Through

remind practitioners

the incorporation of ‘bearing witness’ into MSF’s core principles, the

of the inherently

behave ethically and adapt to the politics and actions of themselves and

political nature of

”

humanitarianism.

organisation re-shaped contemporary humanitarianism such that actors
others. The dehumanising policies of the EU and its member states,21 in
addition to the precarious situation in Turkey,22 means that MSF could
not uphold its reputation as a humanitarian organisation if it did not bear
witness to these violations against refugees.

The refugee crisis facing Europe should remind practitioners of the inherently political nature of
humanitarianism. Whilst MSF has historically attempted to remain apolitical, they nevertheless
bear witness to perpetrations of violence, an inevitably political claim. The recent suspension
of MSF’s activities in Moria should remind us that a reconceptualisation of humanitarianism is
necessary, for ‘it is precisely this separation between humanitarianism and politics… that turns
humanitarian action into a continuation of politics by other means, as it unwittingly reaffirms… the
sovereign abandonment of life’.23
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The Age of Anxiety and Polarisation:
How Trump Confounded the Pundits
and Split the Republican Party
Isabel Hartstein
In 2012, Governor Mitt Romney was the Republican nominee for President of the United States. He
was a former Governor of Massachusetts, the son of a former Governor of Michigan and a wealthy
businessman of deep religious convictions. Less than a year ago, the idea that someone with views
inconsistent with the conservative orthodoxy, been married three times and never held public
office could be the nominee for the party of the Conservative movement was widely dismissed
by political observers. Now, the party’s grassroots have thoroughly rejected the ‘establishment’
candidates. Donald Trump has an insurmountable lead in the all-important delegate count to
secure the nomination. To describe this change in direction for the Republican Party (commonly
referred to as the GOP) as a ‘turning tide’ is putting it mildly.
The reasons for Trump’s rise are many, but one of the most oft-cited is the economy. The Great
Recession technically ended in 2009,1 and unemployment is now below 5%.2 Yet, despite the
recovery, real median household income was nearly $4,000 less than pre-recession levels as at 2014,
and considerably less than 1999 levels.3 Furthermore, Trump’s anti-free trade stance has found
popular support. The loss of blue-collar jobs to nations with lower labour costs, and ongoing
concerns over globalisation and the automation of jobs have working class voters looking for
answers. This has also been embraced by self-described ‘Democratic socialist’ Bernie Sanders.
While Sanders has little hope of winning the Democrat nomination, he has succeeded in pulling
Hillary Clinton to the left as evidenced by her backtracking on support for the Trans-Pacific
Partnership free trade agreement.
It may be surprising that the GOP, which is strongly associated with free-market economics and
small government, could find itself with a nominee who offers populist left-wing answers. It goes to
show that, on economic issues, the GOP ‘establishment’ and the grassroots have little in common.
Trump’s voters tend to be white, male and non-college educated.4 But he has also won many
college-educated Republican primary voters.5 Social class is not as strong an indicator for voting
patterns as it used to be in the mid-20th century.
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Across the developed world, as people achieved historically high economic and physical security,
political polarisation has occurred not along social class divides but over non-economic issues
such as immigration, environmentalism and abortion.6 Working class people with more traditional
values have moved to the GOP, while those more supportive of the liberal message have remained
with the Democrats. Working class whites are now 10% more likely to identify with the GOP
than in 1980, when large numbers of ‘Reagan Democrats’ (white, non-college educated men in the
North) crossed party lines to vote for Ronald Reagan. As people have sorted along conservative
and liberal ideological lines, there has been less switching between political parties. Romney won
93% of Republicans in 2012 and Obama 92% of Democrats.7 In the past, working classes were more
likely to vote Democrat. But as the party became more middle-class and homogenously liberal,

“

religiosity and non-economic values became much stronger indicators of
how one will vote, rather than income or education.8

The widening
ideological gulf

The widening ideological gulf between Democrats and Republicans has
led to the election of candidates unwilling to compromise, and thereby a

between Democrats

breakdown in the functioning of the Federal Government. The resulting

and Republicans has

Exit and entrance poll averages of Republican primaries in March showed

led to the election of

outrage with Washington ‘insiders’ has seen voters embrace ‘outsiders’.
47% of Trump supporters were ‘angry’ with the Government, compared
with 27% of his nearest rival Ted Cruz.9 But a broken Federal Government

candidates unwilling

that accomplishes little for ordinary voters is only part of the frustration.

to compromise, and

barbarity of ISIS under the watch of a President considered weak and

The combination of a rising China, an assertive Russia and the ongoing

thereby a breakdown

incompetent by his political opponents, has instilled the idea that the world

in the functioning

repeated phrase during the Republican debates was ‘we don’t win’.10 While

of the Federal
Government.

”

is a more dangerous place and America is no longer great. Trump’s most
governors and senators flounder, Trump promises to ‘make America
great again’.
Trump conflates the perception of losing and weakness with immigration
and free trade by making xenophobic appeals to nativists and playing

on the job insecurities of working class voters. His focus on immigration taps into concerns of
changing cultural values in America. In The Atlantic, David Frum contends that the angriest and
most pessimistic people are ‘Middle-class and middle aged; not rich and not poor; people who are
irked when asked to press 1 for English, and who wonder how white male became an accusation
rather than a description’.11 Frum concludes Trump’s supporters are set apart by their economic
nationalism. But Scott Winship writing for the National Review concludes it is cultural rather than
economic insecurities that are driving Trump’s supporters. Trump embraces political incorrectness,
hurls insults and stokes the resentment of cultural traditionalists for cosmopolitan liberal elitists.12
While it is ironic that this same man is a rich New York cosmopolitan and married to an immigrant,
nothing seems to dent his support. Trump’s divisive rhetoric and bullying tactics have given
credence to a popular hypothesis this election cycle, that the single greatest indicator of support for
Trump is his inclination for authoritarianism.13 Trump has elicited comparisons to South American
populist dictators, as well as the most notorious figures of WWII, particularly since recent violent
incidents at his rallies. He is short on policy, lies frequently and makes laughably optimistic
promises. His cabinet will have ‘the best people’ and he’ll provide ‘the best health care you’ve ever,
ever had’.14 He has studied the Iran deal in detail ‘greater by far than anyone else, will build a ‘big
Americas
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beautiful wall’ courtesy of Mexico, and ‘we’ll win so much, you’ll get bored with winning’.
It may be difficult to fathom how anyone could take his promises seriously, but Trump’s voters
are also highly sceptical of the media, and when told they are misinformed, will hold onto their
beliefs vigorously.15
The desperate hopes of Establishment Republicans to deny Trump the nomination at a ‘brokered’
convention have now been dashed. Trump is the presumptive nominee of the party of Lincoln.
Despite having defied all expectations, the electorate in a general election differs substantially to
that of the Republic primary, and Trump is viewed unfavourably by 65% of the public.16 Given the
potential ‘down ballot effect’ on Republicans in the Senate and other races, his nomination appears
disastrous for the GOP. But in this age of political polarisation, electability is not on the minds of
Trump’s supporters. At the twilight of the Obama presidency, the promise of a new type of politics
that would to bring people together is a distant dream. Americans, the media and the parties are
more polarised and tribal than ever.
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The Modern Dilemma of Political Rhetoric:
Divide and Conquer or Pandering?
Louie Parker
Projecting a plausible ethos is crucial to successful political leadership. It enables leaders to define
public perceptions of their character and thus entertain the idea that they are the one who should
lead. This is achieved by employing a careful balance between divisive rhetoric and rhetoric aimed
at appealing to a universal audience. Such is evident through an historic assessment of the political
rhetoric employed by Barack Obama and John Howard. Obama’s lack of divisive rhetoric and
emphasis on bi-partisanship has weakened many of his signature policy initiatives, and contributed
to perceptions of him as an ineffectual leader. Conversely, Howard utilised divisive rhetoric to
great effect on issues such as terrorism and foreign policy, which differentiated him from his Labor
opposition. However, both men have also appealed to a universal audience by invoking unanimous
sentiments such as patriotism and the importance of families. By doing

“

so, they are depicting the eudaimonia (good life) they claim to be attainable

The ideal type of
rhetoric must be

through their leadership. Thus, the ideal type of rhetoric is one that is
balanced. It must be divisive enough to castigate ones political opponents,
yet also unifying enough to elicit a positive response amongst ones

divisive enough

followers. Analysing the 2016 Presidential Primaries through these terms is

to castigate ones

States and around the world.

political opponents,
yet also unifying
enough to elicit a
positive response

useful and offers insights into the future of political rhetoric in the United

Integrity by means of divisive rhetoric
An intrinsic quality of ethos is a strong leader who ‘spurns moral
absolutism’ and ‘anguishedly accepts the necessity of violent means and
“dirty hands” in politics’.1 It is a vital tool to compete in their combative
environment, and has been one of the essential problems of the Obama

amongst ones

Presidency. His desire to appeal to the masses has restricted his ability

followers.

compromises with Republican opponents on key issues such as healthcare,
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to present consistent policies that showcase his integrity. His significant
tax policy and the debt limit increase have perpetuated a reputation of
capitulation and weakness.2 The cruel irony for Obama is that this populist
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approach to rhetoric has substantial blowback consequences, as he loses credibility and integrity in
the eyes of both the right and the left.
Conversely, Howard was not so sparse in his use of divisive rhetoric. He used it to great effect in
castigating the Labor opposition on issues such as fiscal responsibility, immigration and terrorism.
Whilst this did contribute to a perception of conservative stubbornness and partisanship,
particularly in relation to the issue of reconciliation,3 it enabled him to ground out consistent
positions and differentiate his government from the opposition. On the issue of terrorism, he
was able to present himself as a strong national leader capable of protecting the security of all
Australians. By contrast, he was able to portray the Labor Party as inexperienced and dangerous
by way of ‘wedge politics’.4 By criticizing the opposition for a ‘cut and run’5 withdrawal policy from
Iraq, he was able to solidify his leadership position and alert the electorate to the dangers of change
and discontinuity.

Mass appeal by means of positive and inclusive rhetoric
It is equally important for political leaders to employ inclusive and positive rhetoric. To do this,
they have to overcome the assumption of ‘value pluralism’, which contends that many of our
cherished values are incompatible and irreconcilable.6
This rhetoric appeals to the doxa (common beliefs) of a
universal audience by having unanimous acceptance and
identification as well as an ‘absolute and timeless validity,
independent of local or historical contingencies’.7 For
leaders, the benefit is that it appeals to the masses, and
can transform niche leaders and policies into widely
acceptable ones fit for public office. Furthermore, it
makes these unquestionable sentiments very difficult to
rebut or rebuke. One of the defining features of Obama’s
presidency has been his skilful strategy of appealing to
the universal audience. His constant profession of the
promise of America8 appeals to the nation’s sacrosanct
values of the American Dream, free enterprise and
American exceptionalism. These values are extremely
hard to denigrate, for fear of being branded unpatriotic.
Furthermore, Obama also invokes timeless sentiments
of patriotism and pride in the military in many of his
speeches. By appealing to this patriotic streak of the
American audience, he is able to garner support for his
policies from most walks of life and reinforce positive
Image credit: Carla de Souza Campo

perceptions of his arête (virtue and high moral standards).
One such example relates to veterans. Given the unstable

fiscal position Obama inherited, one might assume that any proposal of increased government
spending would be met with ferocious opposition. However, by complementing his proposal of
increased veteran affairs investment with ‘saluting the troops and civilians who sacrifice every day
to protect us’,9 he places his Republican opponents in an awkward dilemma of having to choose
between restoring the nation’s fiscal position or assisting its veterans.
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John Howard also worked tirelessly to appeal to a universal audience. Like Obama, this was done
through evoking patriotic sentiments. His profession of being an ‘ANZAC Bradman Australian’10
typifies how his keen awareness of Australia’s patriotic psyche enabled him to identify with
popular traditions capable of making him immune from reprimand. Howard’s other key tool in
maintaining majoritarian support stemmed from his mastery of skiagraphia; a Greek term denoting
the use of vague and ambiguous language. This use of non-specific language enabled Howard to
solidify his appeal to a broad range of voters, as it does not elicit too much detail that it excludes
or conflicts with others. His declaration that ‘my main achievement in the culture debate was
to rekindle a pride in the old Australia’11 is emblematic of such rhetorical mastery. Although his
intentions were to restore a socially conservative element to Australia’s culture,12 his non-descript
language left a beneficial ambiguity as to what this old Australia might entail. This manner of
speaking in generalities allowed him to bypass the negative connotations of the old Australia such
as religious dogmatism and a significant lack of Indigenous and women’s rights.

Presidential primaries and the future of political rhetoric
The current Republican primaries in the 2016 U.S. Presidential race offer an interesting insight
into the future of rhetoric within the political arena. Overwhelmingly, the candidates’ rhetoric has
been both uninspiring and unsubstantive, dominated by ad-hominem attacks and irrelevant insults
about their opponents’ military service, spouses and even their genital endowments.
The primaries reveal two truisms about the state of politics in the United States. Firstly, it points
to the inescapable fact that the mechanisms of bureaucratic governance do not captivate everyday
Americans – particular an electorate which is so disenfranchised, disengaged and unaware of their
political system. A recent survey found that only 36% of Americans could name the three branches
of government.13 It is child’s play to suggest that issues like tax reform, criminal justice reform
and subtle changes to foreign policy are in any way exciting to potential voters who are already
so disinterested. Secondly, the gradual growth of a 24-hour media cycle has allowed television
news outlets and online newspapers to compete in a race-for-the-bottom to be the first to cover
irrelevant yet high-interest stories. How else can one explain why so much coverage has been given
to Donald Trump’s rallies and his ambiguous talk of ‘winning’, and so little coverage given to former
candidate Rand Paul’s plan for ending the War on Drugs policy? Or why former candidate Ben
Carson’s hypothesis that the pyramids of Ancient Egypt were used for storing grain garnered far
more attention than Hillary Clinton’s healthcare plan or Bernie Sanders’ climate change policies?
Rather, we are witnessing candidates endeavouring to strike the appropriate rhetorical balance –
one that has been sought after since the elections-to-office of Howard and Obama, and countless
others before them. For now at least, the power inherent in divisive and even personal rhetoric is
trumping (no pun intended) that of inclusive and policy-driven rhetoric.
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Borderless Cyberspace Meets
the Borders of Legal Jurisdiction
Jessica Chapman
Introduction
Can Australian law shift with cyberspace ahead of the rest of the world, or is international
collaboration the only foreseeable way forward? In 2014, it was projected that there would be
over three billion Internet users in 2015, and nearly half of the global population would have
regular Internet access by 2018.1 The Internet is now a ‘participatory marketplace’ for individuals
worldwide to enjoy.2 Whose laws apply to acts which are global in effect? There is no clarity in
cyberspace law when regulation is disparate between states, and international law is limited by
state sovereignty.

Seamless cyberspace meets patchwork world
Essentially, the struggle of regulating cyberspace arises from its lack of national borders. For
example, consider an online forum whose servers exist in the United Kingdom, with all members
also making posts from UK Internet Service Providers (ISPs). However, the forum’s global
accessibility means that the actions of users may not just take place in the UK. When an issue arises
in cyberspace, we try to build national borders after the fact, deciding whose laws should apply, and
enforceability becomes highly unpredictable.3
Even lawmakers themselves are uncertain of how to predict or even put into words how a law
may apply in cyberspace. Governments instead often adopt a policy of ‘masterly inactivity,’ not
considering the impacts a law may have in cyberspace until an issue formally arises.4 Using the
previous example, if one assumes that each member of the forum is capable of researching domestic
and international laws and then analysing them, the results of their research may still lead to
uncertainty. Applicability is left undecided until an issue reaches the courts.
The ‘cyber-libertarian’ argument on the regulation of cyberspace is that sovereignty renders it
impossible: ‘no physical jurisdiction has a more compelling claim than any other to subject these
events exclusively to its laws’.5 Consider particularly the success of digital money, using mobile
phones and the Internet to promote financial inclusion in developing countries like Singapore
Science & Environment
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and Malawi where their industries are growing astoundingly quickly into
breakout markets.6 This is the defining factor of cyberspace: it cannot be

This is the
defining factor

pinned to any one geographic territory. It has the potential to promote
inclusion more than any other tool, and so its regulation should be

of cyberspace: it

treated carefully.

cannot be pinned to

Consumer law and cyberspace

any one geographic

Many transnational corporations now use cyberspace as a key tool to engage

territory.

Consumer Commission v Valve Corporation (No 3) (‘Valve Corporation’)7 is an

”

in business globally. The recent decision of Australian Competition and
example of how an entity operating outside of Australia can become subject
to Australian consumer law. Valve Corporation sells digital copies of video

games via Steam Client, a downloadable program which must be installed on the user’s computer
in order to download and play the games. Valve was pursued by the ACCC after multiple
consumer complaints about their refund policy (or lack thereof). The ACCC argued that this ‘no
refund’ policy was a misrepresentation that Australian consumer guarantees would not apply to
purchases by Australian consumers.
The issue that arose at trial concerned the jurisdiction in which Valve was operating at the time
of the breach. Valve argued that since their servers were located in Bellevue, Washington, they
were not acting in Australia for the purposes of the relevant legislation. However, Justice Edelman
decided that the representations on Valve’s website and on that of Steam Client8 were directed at
Australian consumers, as ‘by the time a customer had purchased a game and downloaded Steam
Client they had a relationship with Valve and representations were made in Australia’.9 The
remedies in this case have not yet been concluded, but the case offers a key recognition that acts
over cyberspace have impacts outside of their country of origin, and that Australian courts are
willing to enforce our own laws on transnational corporations doing business with
Australian consumers.
National consumer guarantees can therefore apply over cyberspace, provided the court finds
that the corporation in question acted in Australia. Any entity which does business with foreign
consumers must therefore comply with the relevant national laws, or otherwise risk civil litigation.

The issue of sovereignty
However, once the net is widened outside of these relatively straightforward issues of consumer
law, the applicability of laws becomes more complex. In 2000, anti-Nazi groups took legal action
in the French courts against Yahoo! Inc, arguing that Nazi paraphernalia being sold in Yahoo!
auctions contravened French law.10 An interim injunction was granted that required Yahoo! to
‘make impossible’ French residents’ accessibility to the material.11 The Court rejected Yahoo!’s
argument that their activities only took place in the United States, even though they had no
assets or staff in France.12 At a subsequent hearing, the injunction was altered to require only
‘substantial compliance’ as expert evidence showed that total compliance was probably impossible
in cyberspace.13
To this point, the outcome of the case appears similar to Valve Corporation: acts were found to
take place in a state through cyberspace, and those acts contravened certain national legislation.
However, from here, enforcement was not so simple. US media heavily criticised the Paris court’s
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decision, even describing it as ‘an alarming prospect
for many of the Internet’s pioneers, or anyone else who
opposes government censorship’.14
Yahoo! sought a declaration that the French court’s
decision should not be enforced in the US because
it would contravene the US Constitution – more
specifically, the free speech provisions of the First
Amendment.15 There was a clear conflict of laws that
would not likely occur in a merchant-consumer scenario.
The US Court said:
Although France has the sovereign right to regulate what
speech is permissible in France, this Court may not enforce
a foreign order that violates the protections of the United
States Constitution by chilling protected speech that occurs
simultaneously within our borders.16
As exemplified in this example, sovereignty rejects the
universal quality of cyberspace. The Court recognised
France’s right to regulate, while simultaneously
undermining that right in favour of their own. When
the public policies of each nation state which is party
to a dispute are irreconcilable, what is to be done? Reed

Image credit: iStock

argues that the solution is a global gradual convergence
of norms, or even laws, towards regulatory acceptance of the borderless nature of cyberspace.17
However, the Internet is shifting quickly, as is globalisation, and a gradual approach to regulation
in this context is no regulation at all. There have been several other pertinent solutions put
forward by academics, but all are yet to be acted on by lawmakers.18

Conclusion
Assuming Australian courts are willing to impose domestic consumer law on transnational
corporations dealing with Australian consumers, this is only one area which may arise in
cyberspace. As Yahoo! Inc v LICRA exposes, other states can erect a wall of sovereignty to avoid the
enforceability of judgments, and as such, erect borders that do not actually exist in cyberspace.
Sovereignty imposes territory on cyberspace, and each time circumvents its ability to forefront
the movement towards a globalised world. In order for the law to run alongside the growth of
cyberspace, it has been suggested that cyberspace be given its own distinct global law.19 However,
this would be a lengthy process that would also easily fall behind the pace of technological change.
In the words of Kaiser, ‘the nation state… is not going to disappear, but it will change… The
Internet, like the… printing press, is likely to deeply change culture, society and politics, yet its
long-term effects are… unpredictable’.20
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When Conservatives Come to the Public Health
Party: Utah, Syringes and HIV Prevention
Rashmi Shingde
Should we make the world a safer place for ‘junkies’? Non-sterile conditions and the sharing of
needles can easily transmit blood borne pathogens such as HIV and Hepatitis C.1 The transmission
of these infections is associated with significant personal and public health implications. Needle
Exchange Programs (NEPs) provide clean needles to injecting drug users (IDUs) on a confidential
and anonymous basis, and have been implemented in 90 countries since 1984.2 Despite their
proven track record in other countries, the United States remains staunchly opposed to any federal
funding for such programs. However, NEPs have been swiftly gaining approval in states across the
US, including among conservative politicians.3
For decades, NEPs have been a controversial public health strategy in the US. Congress initially
prohibited federal funding for NEPs in 1988, then lifted the ban in 2009 before reinstating it in
2012.4 As of 2016, the Federal Government has changed its legal position towards NEPs, allowing
the allocation of federal funds to support these programs. This has had a flow-on effect to state
legislation. For example, Utah’s Bill HB 308 (passed March 2016) to legalise NEPs in the state
was passed by all but two of the highly conservative legislature. With an annual expected cost of
US$100,000, the law requires NEPs to inform participants with information about substance abuse
treatment, the spread of diseases and how to get tested.5

NEPs and their effectiveness
Reports of a national ‘resurgent heroin epidemic’ and dramatic rises in new HIV infections
have helped garner political backing for NEPs in America.6 NEPs are based around the principle
of ‘harm reduction’. This approach aims to reduce negative health consequences of certain
behaviours, without eliminating those behaviours themselves.7 In a global survey of 81 cities, HIV
prevalence decreased by an average 5.8% per year in 29 cities with established NEP, but increased by
an average of 5.9% per year in 51 cities without such programs.8 In a retrospective analysis, Lurie &
Drucker estimated that, had NSPs been implemented during the early stages of the US HIV/AIDS
epidemic, HIV incidence would have been reduced by 15-33%.9 Studies have also demonstrated
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that NEPs are cost-effective. In Australia, every $1 spent on NEPs yields a return of $4 through
healthcare savings and reduced disease-related productivity losses.10

Do NEPs send a ‘mixed message’ about condoning drug use?
In many ways, the legal system and its laws are used to enshrine community values for acceptable
standards of behaviour and morality. In the US, IDUs can be charged and arrested for possession,
delivery and supply of illicit drugs.11 Furthermore, the national media landscape is coloured by
emotive language such as the ‘war on drugs’ and a ‘zero tolerance’ stance on illicit drug use. Hence,
illicit drug use is perceived as an immoral and criminal activity, as well as being a public health
problem. Thus, to provide sterile needles as part of NEPs has been interpreted as inconsistent
with this stance. In 1998, Republican Denny Hastert echoed the widespread concern that NEPs
would send a mixed message about ‘condoning’ drug use: ‘You cannot use drugs. That is bad. That
is illegal. But if you want the free needles to use them, here they are.’12 Moreover, NEPs critics
argued, would NEPs go further than condoning, to actually encouraging drug use, if the fear of HIV
infection was reduced?13
However, a 2004 World Health Organisation report concluded that NEPs do not result in
increasing consumption of illicit drugs amongst IDUs or prompt non-injecting drug users
to inject.14 Some research suggests that, in any case, a fear of AIDS is a poor motivator of
behaviour change.15 In contrast, NEPs enable IDUs to take control of their circumstances and
adopt protection strategies for themselves and others. As opposed

“

to the ‘immorality’ of drug use as seen in the media, public health

If the aim of NEPs is

officials may view drug dependency as a medical condition requiring

not only to reduce HIV
infections in the IDU
population, but also to

prevention and treatment. NEPs offer a legal alternative to IDUs who
wish to abide by the law but are at a time when they are unable to
enter a drug program, or to stop drug use on their own.16 By offering
non-judgemental services to drug users who do not or cannot quit, the
dignity and rights of IDUs are preserved. NEPs give respect for IDU

reduce drug use itself

autonomy, by empowering individuals to make healthy decisions and

through its health

study in Baltimore found that NEP attendance was independently

information services,
then the goals of penal

access drug treatment or health counselling services.17 An evaluation
associated with entry into drug treatment for HIV-infected IDUs.18
Overall, the conflict over needle programs can be summarised as
the tension between a utilitarian ‘harm reduction’ public health

laws and public health

policy (with consideration of risks, costs and benefits), and a virtue-

policies are aligned.

use is seen as a ‘moral wrong’, overshadowing the notion that drug

”

based ethical view of ‘zero-tolerance’ towards illicit drug use. Drug
dependency is a medical condition requiring prevention
and treatment.

Reconciling the law and public health
Although NEPs do not encourage intravenous drug use, how do we ethically resolve contradicting
legal and public health approaches to drug use? In order to do so, we must evaluate the true goals
of the legal system and NEPs. By criminalising illicit drug use, this legal disincentive aims to reduce
drug use rates and hence HIV infections. If the aim of NEPs is not only to reduce HIV infections
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in the IDU population, but also to reduce drug use itself through its health information services,
then the goals of penal laws and public health policies are aligned. Research shows that NEP
participant attitudes and motivation to change their drug-using patterns were positive.19 Anti-NEP
activists argue that only health information services should be implemented. However, without the
provision of free sterile needles, IDUs may not be incentivised to seek out government support.
By making participation in NEPs voluntary, the
autonomy of others is respected: individuals are
permitted to live in accordance with their own goals. At
the same time, NEPs encourage people to do things for
their own good, and to reduce their risk of future harm.
Whilst the criminalisation is an involuntary negative
incentive that serves to reduce drug use, NEPs offer a
voluntary positive incentive. Ultimately, NEPs and the
legal system are aligned in their objectives.

The way forward
Illicit drug use is highly stigmatised and concurrent with
a range of social determinants. Drug use is associated
with poorer education, lower income and unemployment,
spatial isolation, mental illness and ethnicity. An equitybased healthcare approach would call for the equal
support and treatment of these individuals compared to
others who are perhaps seen as ‘more worthy’ of care.
Overall, NEPs bring drug users closer to health and
social strategies that otherwise remain beyond the
community’s reach.20
Image credit: iStock

Although NEPs are effective, viral transmission
continues to occur in countries with well-established
programs, like Australia. This raises arguments that such funding would provide greater benefit if
allocated elsewhere. US conservatives have long argued that tax dollars should go toward drugabuse counselling and treatment – cornerstones of the harm-reduction approach to public health –
instead of needle exchanges.21 While NEPs remain a key component of HIV and HCV prevention
amongst IDUs, they are not a comprehensive solution.
The US Government’s ‘hot and cold’ relationship with NEPs stresses how important it is for
members of the community to have their concerns about public health programs acknowledged
and addressed. Educating stakeholders and decision-makers in evidence-based research and
annulling common misconceptions will lead to a greater degree of community acceptance
and intervention success. This involves active dialogue between information-holders (i.e.
epidemiologists and policy makers) with neighbourhood groups. Community acceptance should
be a priority for US Government policy officials. Ultimately, it is taxpayer funds and democratic
elections that support programs like NEPs.
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Maternal Health, Millennium Development
Goals and Ethiopia: A Case Study
Lauren Caleo
Healthy mothers are critical for families, communities and countries. Millennium development
goal five (MDG 5), aimed to improve maternal health worldwide and is one of eight goals enacted
by the United Nations in 2000.1 Maternal mortality is a global challenge and is defined as the death
of women during pregnancy, childbirth or at any time in the 42 days after delivery.2 In 2013, the
majority of these deaths were in low to middle income countries where the maternal mortality
ratio (MMR) is currently about 14 times higher than developed countries.3 In many low to middle
income countries, and particularly in rural areas, it is not uncommon for women to deliver babies
at home with no access to medical care. One in four babies worldwide is delivered without medical
assistance, often leading to pregnancy complications and sometimes resulting in preventable death.4

Millennium Development Goal Five and the Maternal Mortality Ratio
The MMR is the ratio of the number of maternal deaths per 100,000 live births during a given time
period.5 The first target set by MDG 5 was to reduce the MMR by three quarters between 1990 and
2015.6 According to the United Nations Millennium Development Goal Review, MMR dropped by
45% between 1990 and 2015 worldwide and fell 49% in sub-Saharan Africa alone.7 In sub-Saharan
Africa the clinical causes of most maternal deaths include anemia, eclampsia, obstructed labour
(caused by fistulas and female genital mutilation), hemorrhage and unsafe abortion.8 In Ethiopia,
interventions by international non-government organisations (NGOs) and the Ethiopia Ministry
of Health has seen maternal survival rates increase since MDG 5 was introduced. Despite this, the
rate of success for MDG 5 in Ethiopia was significantly slower in comparison to other millennium
development goals.9 In 2008, 50% of the world’s maternal deaths occurred in six countries, one of
which was Ethiopia.10
Giving birth is the leading cause of death for women aged between 15 and 19 in Africa.11 In Ethiopia,
child marriage is common: over half of girls are married at age 15 and are generally pregnant within
a year of marriage.12 Their youth carries with it a higher risk of pregnancy complications which
can result in maternal death as their bodies are not fully developed.13 The ‘Berhane Hewan’ (2004)
and ‘Biruh Tesfa’ (2006) are programs that were introduced by international NGOs to facilitate
life skills and provide health information including contraception. An evaluation of the ‘Berhane
Hewan’ program found that girls in the program were 90% less likely to be married compared to
Global Health
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peers outside of the program and therefore less likely to fall pregnant at a young age contributing
to a lower MMR.14
The more pregnancies women have the greater the risk of death or disability from future
pregnancies.15 In Ethiopia, contraception use is relatively low especially for women in the poorest
wealth quintile and have little or no education.16 Closing the gap on inequality levels in Ethiopia
is imperative to achieving MDG 5. From 2000 to 2010, Ethiopia was the fifth largest recipient of
family planning assistance from all donors and the largest in Africa.17 One of the programs run
by international NGO CARE was the ‘Social Change for Family Planning Results’ program.
This program was initiated in the poorest provinces addressing factors influencing the cultural
acceptance and use of family planning as well as the level of community involvement.18 In 2000,
the first demographic and health survey conducted in Ethiopia reported that contraceptive use for
married women between the age of 15 and 49 was 6.3%. This increased to 27.3% in 2011 contributing
to a lower MMR.19 However, contraceptive use in Ethiopia is still very low compared to many other
African countries.20

Millennium Development Goal Five and Access to Reproductive Health Care
The second target set out by MDG 5 was to achieve universal access to reproductive health care
by the year 2015.21 In recent years, Ethiopia has begun to improve its healthcare services, especially
for pregnant women.22 Despite this, low healthcare utilisation and access to emergency obstetric
services is an underlying cause of maternal death. In Ethiopia, only 6% of all women deliver babies
with the assistance of a trained healthcare worker, most
are home births and result in around 20,000 new mothers
dying each year.23 A contributing factor of low healthcare
access is the fact that 84% of Ethiopians live in rural
areas, coupled with poor transport infrastructure such as
roads and existence of medical clinics.24 This is further
compounded by doctors leaving the country in search of
better opportunities. There is currently only one doctor
for every 100,000 people in Ethiopia.25
In Ethiopia, strong leadership has promoted
accountability within ministries. Minister of Health,
Adhanom Tedros Ghebreyesus and the Prime Minister
Meles Zenawi have played crucial roles in prioritising
maternal health.26 The Ethiopian Government included
family planning in national policy to address MDG 5.27
One of the strategies implemented was the communityImage credit: Kristian Buus

based health extension program introduced in 2004 to
address understaffing in rural clinics.28 Health extension

workers who were primarily female were trained to increase access to obstetric care.29 In 2010,
there were over 31,000 health extension workers and a basic health centre for every 25,000 people,
shifting the emphasis of healthcare from treatment to prevention.30 By 2011, the extension workers
were also being trained to provide contraception counselling as well as tubal ligation procedures
and vasectomies.31 The program has been crucial in providing accessible healthcare and reducing
Ethiopia’s maternal mortality rate from 22,000 in 2005 to 17,500 in 2008.32 International NGOs such
as World Vision and the Clinton Foundation have also provided community health workers with
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bicycles.33 By giving health workers means to get to where they need to be more efficiently the level
of service and maternal health delivery has been enhanced.
One recommendation would be to expand mobile phone connectivity in rural areas. This would
enable health extension workers to receive immediate instructions from health professionals in
hospitals to advise and treat pregnant women who are unable to travel to the closest hospital and
who have concerns or complications in pregnancy.34 Staffing incentives should also be introduced

“

to encourage locally trained doctors to stay in Ethiopia; this will help

The Government could
look into addressing
the issue of supply
and demand of
contraceptive products

address the skills gap.35 Further to this, the Government could look
into addressing the issue of supply and demand of contraceptive
products in rural communities by taking greater responsibility in the
funding of family planning.36
Only 5% of funding for family planning programs is generated
internally from government revenue, while the rest is from donor
support.37 This funding has allowed Ethiopia to address some
maternal healthcare problems but donor sustainability and adequate

in rural communities

ongoing funding is not guaranteed. Perhaps one way to decrease the

by taking greater

to seek local private sector funding to improve maternal health.38

reliance of funding from international donors is for the Government

responsibility in the

The Ethiopian Government could also look at successful initiatives

funding of family

these as a basis to develop their own strategies for maternal health.

planning.

”

implemented by other sub-Saharan African countries and use
Rwanda experienced a higher level of success with MDG 5, with the
implementation of a community based health insurance scheme.
Almost 91% of Rwandans are part of the scheme. Each household pays

a fee of $2 per year; the resources are pooled as a community health insurance. This enables women
in the community to have access to family planning, antenatal care and the opportunity to give
birth in a healthcare facility free of charge.39
Efforts to reduce maternal mortality should definitively address cultural factors that influence
health and access to health services. Despite the 2005 Abortion law in Ethiopia, unsafe abortion
is one of the leading causes of maternal morbidity and mortality.40 Nearly one third of pregnancy

related deaths are caused by the complications of unsafe abortion.41 Due to persistently high levels
of adolescent pregnancy and related unsafe abortions especially in rural areas, it is recommended
that antenatal and post-abortion care be made more accessible as well as increased reproductive
health care and family planning.42 The ‘Berhane Hewan’ program succeeded in reaching 11,264
married and unmarried girls over a two-year period.43 Programs like this should be utilised
throughout Ethiopia. Another consideration is to educate men, particularly husbands and fathers,
in youth reproductive health, specifically contraception and the risks associated with abortion if
not carried out by a qualified by a medical professional.44
Ethiopia women’s low social status and disempowerment is clearly another factor influencing
maternal health. Maternal health in Ethiopia has improved significantly since MDG 5 was
introduced. Further evaluations using both qualitative and quantitative methods should be
conducted to identify and measure the inequalities faced by the poorest and most disempowered
women to understand how maternal health care programs can be adapted to accommodate poverty
and gender inequality to make them more effective.45
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